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E xecutive

Summary

W ithin the context of a globalized food system, there are
environm ental, social and economic reasons for working toward
creating a localized food system. The recent developm ent o f a
Community Food System (CFS) movement is evidence of an organized
effort to design and promote food systems that are beneficial to local
communities. The CFS approach utilizes a variety of strategies but
thus far has not explicitly adopted marketing as a food system tool.
All around the country many groups, including county extension
offices, health departm ents and various non-profits, are recognizing a
need to better support local agriculture and are im plem enting
regional m arketing program s to increase consum ption of local foods.
Regional m arketing programs focus on developing and
m aintaining m arkets for locally grown, raised and processed foods.
There are many benefits of local foods and some inconveniences.
Yet, there are signs that many consumers are already interested in or
could be easily convinced of the value of local foods. Regional
m arketing program s can tap into consum er’s desires for fresh,
nutritious, safe foods and their connection to the place they live.
There are at least four different kinds of efforts that could be
considered as regional marketing. “Discrete” projects are annual
events by non-profit groups and local governments, like organizing
food festivals or publishing a farm guide, that promote local farmers.
“Single product/industry” projects use the concept of regional
m arketing to promote one type of product—i.e. milk, beef, cherries.
“ State-led” program s rely heavily on advertising to prom ote the
agricultural products of their state to local and non-local consumers.
“Com prehensive collaboratives” combine many kinds of m arketing
and education projects, including labeling program s that “brand” the
region, to prom ote local foods for primarily local consumption.
The components, successes, challenges and future outlook of
two com prehensive collaboratives— Select Sonoma County and From
the Ottawa V alley— are explored in this paper. There is anecdotal
evidence that each groups efforts do increase the consum ption of
local foods. However, neither has collected any conclusive data that
proves regional m arketing really does promote local food selfreliance. It is im perative that this change so that local food system
program s can prove they are benefiting local comm unities.
For groups that are considering starting a regional m arketing
initiative, there are some guidelines to keep in mind. A regional
ii
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m arketing program is a long term project that needs long term
funding and leadership. Before embarking on such a commitment, a
feasibility study should be done of the region to determ ine the
agricultural production and consum er purchasing characteristics.
If a
group decides to go ahead with a regional m arketing project, they
should com m it to yearly evaluation and dissem ination of successes
and challenges.
Regional m arketing is a potentially powerful tool, especially
within a community food system context. More research needs to be
done to determ ine to what extent investing in regional m arketing
provides returns to local com m unities, environm ents and econom ies.
This is the kind of information that is essential to prove that the
concept o f a localized food system is legitimate.

Ill
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1
I.

In tro d u ctio n
There was a time when people bought lettuce in the spring,

peaches in the summer and potatoes in the fall.

W inter diets were

based on root crops, squashes and food preserved from the summer
garden or fall hunting season.
tasted delicious.

The food was fresh, locally grown and

Now, in the name o f progress, people can buy any

kind of food at any time of year (Gussow 1997).
cheap and well-packaged.

Food is abundant,

It is preserved using m odern m ethods

like irradiation and chemical baths.

This food is generally not very

fresh, it is grown in every corner of the globe and it is often fairly
ta s te le s s .
For most people, bright grocery store displays o f abundant
foods obscure the host o f social, economic and environm ental impacts
associated with the system that produces, processes, packages,
distributes and markets food.

But awareness is growing among a

num ber o f consum ers, nutritionists, environm ental groups,
economists and small farm advocates.

These various groups are

finding ways to prom ote a more regionally based food system.
Around the country, they are coming together to create Community
Food Systems (CFS) in an effort to revitalize local food self-reliance
while stim ulating local economies and protecting local environm ents.
This paper discusses the dominant, global food system as a
context for emerging efforts to create local food systems.

Based on

the prem ise that buying locally grown foods is beneficial in many
ways, it then considers the benefits of and barriers to purchasing
local foods.

Next, one tool for promoting local agriculture— regional
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m arketing— is defined and discussed.

2
A concluding section outlines a

set o f guidelines for planning, sustaining and defining the goals of a
regional m arketing initiative.
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II

stu d y

O b jectives

The purpose of this study is to show that there is a context
within which projects aimed at prom oting local food systems make
sense for environm ental, economic and social reasons.

It then

focuses on regional marketing— one such tool for prom oting local
agriculture.

Regional m arketing is a relatively new and little studied

concept and thus this research aims to; define what it is, why it is
needed in some places, who is doing it, and how non-profit groups
can use it as an important tool for promoting local food systems.
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III.

Study

M ethods

The inform ation for this paper comes from a literature review,
a listserve inquiry and interviews.

In each case, sources were used

to lead to other sources, resulting in the developm ent of a wide range
of inform ation on regional m arketing program s and the theories
supporting them. The relevance and specifics o f each method are
described here.
A literature review searched articles on topics such as
com m unity food systems, consumer attitudes toward local food,
agriculture and food m arketing and the social and environm ental
im pacts o f industrial and alternative agriculture.

This inform ation

was used to develop an argument for buying local foods and
supporting local agriculture.
The literature review also aided in developing a list of people
who have published articles on, or are referred to as leaders in
regional food m arketing.

These "experts in the field" were contacted

via phone or e-mail and asked to suggest more sources or contacts in
the area of regional food marketing.

The purpose of making these

contacts was to begin gathering inform ation that would give a sense
for the range and organizational characteristics of regional m arketing
program s around the country and to identify two groups on which to
do case studies.
The people contacted include: Gail Feenstra, an expert on
com m unity food systems from the University of California at Davis,
Sustainable A griculture Research and Education Program ; Jenifer
W ilkens, a nutrition professor with Cornell University and Cornell
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Cooperative Extension who has developed a guide to regional eating
in the Northeast; Sally Leong, form er coordinator o f the Foodshed
W orking Group at the University of W isconsin, M adison; Ellen Rilla,
County Director of Cooperative Extension in M arin and Sonoma
Counties and a leader in prom oting regional food m arketing using
cooperative extension resources; M ichael Dimock, president of
Sunflow er Strategies, Inc., a professional m arketing consultant who
focuses on regional food marketing; and Mary Pittaw ay and Josh
Slotnick of the Garden City Harvest Project, a USD A Community Food
Projects recipient in M issoula, Montana.

Based on their suggestions,

several groups were contacted and inform ation on their regional
m arketing efforts was obtained and reviewed .
In addition to contacting these leaders, a request via the
Sustainable A griculture Network (SANET) listserve was posted,
asking the 700 recipients for information on any groups working on
regional m arketing program s.

From this, fifteen people responded

with more inform ation and more leads on regional marketing.

These

groups were then contacted and inform ation on their program s was
obtained and review ed.
From this com pendium o f inform ation on regional m arketing
efforts, two groups were chosen for case studies.

Groups were

chosen based on: age of the organization (at least 5 years), non-profit
status and a dem onstrated com prehensive approach to regional
m arketing.

Case studies were developed through interview s with

organization leaders (Betsey Timm, the executive director at Select
Sonoma and Peggy Patterson, a founding coordinator at the
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A ssociation for Agricultural Self-Reliance) and use o f secondary
sources such as organizational and prom otional literature and articles
w ritten about the organizations.
Another interview was conducted with M ichael Dimock,
president of the only professional m arketing consulting group that
focuses on helping non-profit groups develop regional food
m arketing initiatives.

Further inform ation was obtained by

attending one of Dimock's regional m arketing workshops.
Conclusions drawn and guidelines suggested in this paper are
based solely on my review of relevant articles and organizational
literature and the interview s conducted with im portant players in
the regional m arketing movem ent.
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IV .

E x a m in in g

th e

D o m in a n t

and

A lte rn a tiv e

Food

S ystem s

A food system can be understood as the journey of our food
from "farm to fork".

It encompasses production, distribution,

preparation and preservation, use and consum ption, recycling and
disposal, m arketing, transportation and storage (D ahlberg 1993).
There are two different food systems sim ultaneously operating in the
United States — the formal, globalized, industrial food system and an
em erging localized, alternative system.
consum er

W ith every food purchase, a

participates in either a global or local food system.

The

following discussion highlights the impacts o f food choice within the
context of these two systems.

The

Globalized^

Industrial

Food

System

In the globalized food system, fruits, vegetables, meats and
spices are grown and raised in large quantities, then shipped to
every corner of the world.

The outcome of this system is easily

observed during a trip to the grocery store where heaps of
inexpensive, attractive produce are available year-round.

In

February, the produce section has straw berries from M exico,
tomatoes from Holland and pears from Chile while the rest of the
store shelves are stocked with thousands of processed products with
ingredients from all over the globe (W ilkins 1995).
This kind o f year round abundance is made possible by the
industrialization and corporatization of agriculture around the world,
a process which is responsible for a variety of social and
environm ental im pacts (Korten 1995).

Industrialized agriculture is a

high-input, high yield mode of production that is characterized by
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large-scale, m onocrop farm s m aintained with m echanized labor,
petrochem ical fertilizers and synthetic pesticides.

Once seen as the

great technological panacea for solving world hunger, this kind of
production is now to blame for a host of environm ental problems
including groundw ater contam ination (K ittredge 1996, Strange
1988), soil erosion (Donaher 1988), a decline in some wildlife species
and an increase in human disease (Carson 1962; Colborn, Dumanoski
and Meyers 1996, US GAO 1992).
Today, industrialized agriculture is practically synonym ous
with corporate agribusiness which controls much of the world's
agricultural production and related business, including fertilizer,
pesticide and seed companies, as well as processing facilities and
grocery store chains (D onaher 1988, Strange 1988).

Industrialized

farms often operate under contract with corporations, producing a
single crop to sell in the commodity market.

In this model, farmers

need only farm, while a corporate entity takes care o f processing,
marketing and distributing the product.

There is of course, an array

of other advantages and disadvantages to this system but exploring
those goes beyond the scope of this paper.
The increased presence of corporations in agriculture has
contributed to the decline of small family farms, which are either
outcom peted and/or bought out and consolidated into m ega-farm
enterprises (Korten 1995).

About 500 family farms go out of

business every week in the United States (Community Food Security
Coalition News 1997).

In 1935 there were 7 m illion family farms; by

1991 the num ber was 2.1 m illion (Kittredge 1996).
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Now, many corporations are taking their farm s and processsing
facilities, as well as jobs, out of the country where labor is cheaper
and restrictions on chem ical applications are less stringent (Leeson
1998).

Just as General Motors has discovered it is cheaper to make

cars in Mexico, Dole has found it can earn higher profits by raising
strawberries in Argentina.

Many o f the countries that are producing

foods for U.S. markets are doing so at the expense of maintaining
their own food security (Goering, Norberg-Hodge and Page 1993,
Gussow 1997, W ilkins 1995a).
In this com plicated system, the average piece of produce now
changes hands six times and travels 7 to 10 days and 1,300 miles
before it lands on the grocery store shelf (Kloppenburg, Hendrickson
and Stevenson 1996, Kittredge 1996, The Cornucopia Project 1981).
Thus, the main attributes of global foods are durability and their
ability to travel long distances without spoiling (Freidm ann 1993).
Crops are bred not for flavor or nutrition but to be invulnerable to
rough handling and long distance travel (Ausubel 1994).

The quality

and flavor o f foods that have undergone such treatm ent is
questionable.

Consider some of the most prized foods — a classic

fresh-baked French baguette, the homemade M exican tortilla, vineripened tomatoes from a neighbor’s backyard. None o f them would
make it more than a few miles or hours and still be desirable foods
(Friedm ann 1993).

M any nutritionists believe foods consum ed many

days after harvest and those processed with chem ical additives have
lost much of their nutritious value (Gussow and Clancey 1986,
Gussow 1991, W ilkins 1995a).
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There are many other costs associated with a system so
dependent on transportation.

According to a 1981 study of the U.S.

food system, trucks alone burn 5.5 billion dollars o f fuel in
distributing food every year (W ilkins 1995a, 154).

O f course, the

costs o f this transportation-oriented food system go beyond dollars.
The environm ental impacts of oil exploration and refining, air
pollution from vehicle exhaust and the resources used to m aintain an
ever expanding network of roads are all external costs related to a
reliance on a transportation dependent food system (Auburn 1988,
W ilkins

1995a).

Comparing the energy costs for growing and transporting food
in the global system reveals some absurdities.

For exam ple. Pimentai

determ ined the cost of flying one 5 calorie strawberry from
California to New York is 435 calories (Gussow and Clancey 1986, 3).
Along those same lines, it has been calculated that prim itive
agriculture expended 1 calorie of human energy for every 5 calories
of food produced while modern agriculture uses 8-10 calories, m ostly
fossil fuel powered, to produce one calorie of food (Kittredge 1996,
260).

Can these inefficiencies really make sense in the long term?

Some speculate if we were to remove oil subsidies and factor in
environm ental costs, growing food with petrochem ical fertilizers and
transporting it long distances would no longer be cost effective
(Jackson 1987, W ilkins 1995a).
The global food system has been successful in part because for
every com m odity there is a m arketing board that invests money in
persuading consumers to buy its product.

Consum ers have been
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convinced o f the superiority of Chiquita bananas, Florida orange
juice, coffee grown in the Andes and California raisins, to name a few.
This investm ent in marketing is significant.

The California Almond

Board, for example, spent almost $6 million dollars on marketing in
1997, helping to earn the industry just over $1 billion in profits
(CAB).
In many ways, the globalized food system has revolutionized
the way people eat.

People no longer need to wait for the cherry,

plum or watermelon seasons.

No one has to raise a garden or worry

about preserving food for the winter.
cheap.

And food prices are relatively

The value of this is, of course, a m atter of perspective.

The Return to a Localized Food System
As global foods take the place of local foods in grocery stores
and food service industries, the need for local agriculture diminishes.
But there are many reasons why buying local foods can enhance a
community.

When local farms are lost, so are agricultural and food

processing jobs, open space, a supply of high quality regional food
and a connection to farmers and the biological cycles related to food
production (Feenstra 1997b).

There are many groups that are

working to return to a food system that is more local in nature.
Local fa rm ers
Farm ers that choose to rem ain small and independent really
cannot com pete in the global marketplace.

They either don't produce

enough to sell in the commodities m arket, or com modity prices are
too low relative to the costs of small-scale production.

In order to
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survive, these farm ers must sell their products within the local
m arketplace (D im ock 1998b).
Farm ers can sell their products locally at roadside stands,
farm ers' m arkets, "pick-your-own" operations or through a
Com m unity Supported A griculture arrangem ent (G ibson 1994, W elsh
1997).

Selling wholesale through a farm er cooperative or developing

purchase agreem ents with local stores and restaurants are other
options (Gibson 1994).

For many small farmers, taking the time to

sell and m arket their products is burdensome, but it is essential since
they do not have commodity boards doing it for them (Dimock
1998b, Kittredge 1997, Vossen 1992).
Food Professionals
There is also a growing m ovement among nutritionists to
sustain local agriculture.

From their perspective, locally grown foods

are not only more nutritious than im ported ones, but essential for
m aintaining healthy people.

Because local foods are picked at the

peak of ripeness and delivered to stores or markets within hours
(instead of days) of harvest, the foods retain more nutrients than
their global counterparts (Bruhn, Vossen, Chapman & Vaupel 1992,
W ilkins 1995a).

Some would argue the new reliance on durable,

nutrient poor, overprocessed global foods has led to the increase in
diet-related diseases, as well as the growth of the nutritional
supplem ent and exercise industries (Gussow 1991, Orr 1991).

Many

propose that nutrition education be reform ed to align food choice
with environm ental impact, following a philosophy that says what is
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good for the planet is good for human health (Gussow and Clancey
1986, Hahn 1997, W ilkins 1995, Herrin and Gussow 1989).
Chefs and restaurant owners are another group o f professionals
that have organized to support local agriculture.

These purveyors of

high quality foods are finding that local sources provide the most
fresh, flavorful and unique options for fine cooking.

If they want to

have continued access to these fine ingredients, it is in their interest
to work together to help sustain local farming.
Many of the culinary industry's leaders have joined the C h efs
Collaborative 2000 and pledge to uphold principles that include:
"1> Sound food choices emphasize locally grown, seasonally fresh and
whole or m inim ally processed ingredients.
2) Good food begins with unpolluted air, land and water,
environm entally sustainable farm ing and fishing, and hum ane
anim al husbandry.
3) Cultural and biological diversity is essential for the health of the
planet and it's inhabitants. Preserving and revitalizing sustainable
food and agricultural traditions strengthen that diversity.
4) The healthy traditional diets of many cultures offer abundant
evidence that fruits, vegetables, beans, breads and grains are the
foundation of good diets. " (CC2000 1998)
Restaurants like Chez Panisse in California and Nora's in W ashington
D C. work directly with local farmers to create gourm et meals from
ingredients that are in season and regionally appropriate.

This

approach is both highly successful and well respected in the culinary
world (Kirshem ann 1997, CC2000 1998).
E n v ir o n m e n ta lis ts
Environm ental groups work on many issues related to food
system s and agriculture, including: preserving open space, reducing
dependence on fossil fuels, elim inating overpackaging and prom oting
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sustainable agriculture (Gottlieb and Fisher 1996).

All o f these

efforts are relevant to a more localized food system.

Preserving

farm land as open space with conservation easem ents is one way to
help local farmers stay in business.

In fact land trusts, groups that

coordinate land preservation through easem ents, are one o f the
fastest growing branches of the environm ental m ovem ent (Van
Slam brouck

1998).

Exercising the power of the consumer dollar to support
environm entally friendly products has long been a strategy o f the
environm ental m ovement.

Local foods are transported a shorter

distance, saving oil and gas and they are often less packaged since
the risk of damage in transport is diminished (Auburn 1988, Goering
et.al 1993).

Of course, buying locally grown foods does not

necessarily equate with buying "organic", "sustainably produced" or
any other alternative mode of production that reduces
environm ental impacts.
There is some indication that small, local farmers will be m o re
likely to employ alternative methods.

Organic foods dem and higher

prices and offer a viable alternative to small farmers (Gussow 1991,
Thomas and H anscom l998).

And, sometimes when producers have a

relationship with their consum ers, they have more incentive to use
alternative production methods (Patterson 1998).

But really, locality

and production practices are separate issues.
Then from an environmental point of view, is it better to buy
organic broccolli imported from Mexico or local broccoli! grown using
conventional m ethods?

A quantification of the costs associated with
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transporting the organic broccoli compared with the costs of the
chemicals used on the conventional broccolli would have to be done
to really answer this question.

"Organically grown" represents

production methods, only one step in the food system.

Organic foods

are not necessarily seasonally appropriate or particularly fresh.
Buying organic and buying locally are each better for the
environm ent and local com m unity than buying im ported,
conventionally grown foods.

Ideally, consumers could have the

option to buy a product that is both locally grown a n d produced
using regionally appropriate alternative agriculture m ethods.
E conom ists_
Money spent on local products supports local people and
stimulates economic self-reliance (Daly & Cobb 1989).

Self-reliant

com m unities depend less on outside sources for survival and some
econom ists believe that this makes the economy o f a community
more stable (Daly & Cobb 1989, Dahlberg 1996, Freidmann 1993).

In

terms of food, a community that is self-reliant will have a viable
agriculture and related processing facilities and therefore, more jobs
(Berry 1987, W ilkins 1995a).
Also, spending money on local foods keeps the dollars within
the local economy.

Using the economic m ultiplier principle, every

dollar spent on local foods will actually add at least three extra
dollars to the local economy (Association for Agricultural SelfReliance 1998).

M any state, county or city governments have used

this idea to initiate programs like "BuyAlaska", "Made in M ontana"
and "BuyAustin" to prom ote locally made products.
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Farm ers want to m aintain their livelihood, nutritionists are
concerned about hum an health, chefs want high quality ingredients,
environm entalists want to conserve resources and preserve open
space and some economists are calling for more self-reliant
communities.

Recently, these groups and others have begun to

realize that they share a common goal— prom oting viable, local
agriculture.

Around the nation, they are coming together to form

collaborative efforts at promoting the food systems of a different
scale— com m unity food systems.

C om m unity

Food

System s

There are quite a lot of people and lots of infrastructural
developm ent that went into creating a global food system, and so it
must also be for developing a system that is based at the community
level.

In the fall of 1996, a conference was held in Davis, California

that brought together people working at every level of the food
system to highlight efforts at promoting a localized food system and
to envision a new paradigm to guide future efforts (Feenstra
v).

1997c,

This was their conclusion:

"A community fo o d system is a collaborative effort in a particular
place, to build more locally-based, self-reliant fo o d economies.
Community food systems seek comprehensive solutions to food and
agricultural problem s by involving com m unity m em bers in
prom oting com m unity food security; farm land preservation; local,
direct m arketing; comm unity economic developm ent; a stable base of
family farm ers that use production practices that are less chem ical
and energy-intensive; im proved working and living conditions for
farm labor; and public policies and planning that encourage a more
sustainable food system." (Feenstra 1997c, v)
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There are many types o f community food system projects, but
according to Feenstra (1997b) they tend to fall into three different
categories: college food system s, com m unity dem onstrations and
com prehensive com m unity

projects.

College food systems focus on the campus by increasing the
amount o f locally grown foods served, composting food waste and
including agriculture in the curriculum and/or through an
educational farm.

Hendricks College, Carlton College and Tufts

U niversity have all im plem ented these types of program s (Feenstra
1997b).
C om m unity dem onstrations usually com bine com m unity
garden projects with entrepreneurial efforts.

One example is the

"W illard Greening Project" in California which employs five homeless
men at a small garden.
elementary school.

The food produced there is sold to a local

Another example is "Food from the Hood" in

which a community garden provides the ingredients for a community
kitchen where high school kids are employed making gourmet salad
dressing (Feenstra 1997b).

These projects are m eant to dem onstrate

to the community the viability of local food production and
p ro cessin g .
The com prehensive com m unity projects com bine many
strategies to recreate a local food system.

They may maintain

com m unity gardens, provide educational workshops on gardening
and food preservation, run a low-income CSA farm, coordinate
gleaning and m arketing program s, start a community kitchen or
work to change local food policies (Feenstra 1997b).

It is their use of
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many approaches on many levels and their desire to overhaul the
entire com m unity food system that differentiates the com prehensive
com m unity food projects from the college and dem onstration
a p p ro a c h e s.
Related to and inform ing the com m unity food system
movement is the concept of community food security: "all persons
obtaining at all times, a culturally acceptable, nutritionally adequate
diet through local, non-emergency sources (Fisher and Gottlieb
1995)."

Largely due to the efforts of the recently formed Community

Food Security Coalition, the community food system agenda has
gained ground quickly (Gottlieb and Joseph 1997, Seidenburg 1997).
As part of the 1995 Farm bill. Congress passed the Community Food
Security Act which makes available 2.5 m illion dollars each year
until 2008 to community groups interested in carrying out
com prehensive com m unity food projects (USDA 1997).
Thirteen groups in year one and 18 in year two were funded
with money made available through this act (CFSC).

The strength of

their proposals was "their effort to extend the single purpose project
(i.e. a food bank, community garden, etc.) to incorporate m ultiple
objectives (e.g., by supporting both farmers and low income
residents) (Gottleib 1997, 67)."

They were also rew arded based on

plans to develop partnerships between the public and private sectors
(See appendix A for brief descriptions of these projects).

"The

passage o f the CFS Act was a relatively minor event in terms of
actual resources located, but significant in terms o f the im pact it has
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had for both policy makers within USDA and for its consolidation of a
national community food security m ovement (G ottlieb 1997, 68)."
For a group like the Garden City Harvest Project in M issoula,
M ontana, the availability of this funding jum p-started an array of
projects aimed at im proving that com m unity's food system.

In year

one this group partnered with more than a dozen community
organizations to develop infrastructure that would im prove lowincome access to locally grown foods.

It established a new

community garden, developed three gardens to supply food for the
food bank, founded a horticultural therapy garden for people with
m ental disabilities and helped start a U niversity educational farm
which runs as a CSA for low income people and others.

Organizers

also held a harvest festival and sponsored a community event to
promote locally grown foods.

In year

two, Garden City Harvest will

expand some of these programs and launch a citywide gleaning and
food recovery project.

The group feels their next focus should be on

working to better prom ote local farmers and increasing consum ption
of locally grown foods.

Their motto — "we're teaching self-reliance

and the medium is food." (Garden City Harvest Project 1997)
There are many strategies that can be incorporated into a
com m unity food system approach: comm unity gardens, gleaning
program s, com m unity kitchens, local food policy councils, educational
farm s and regional m arketing iniatives.

Gottlieb (1997) believes that

all food system projects should show that the com munity food
security agenda is a livable, workable
pipedream .

one and not an idealistic

Ideally then, each strategy used should be well
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researched, docum ented and evaluated.

W hat should em erge is a

solidly researched, sensible strategy that has a chance to succeed in
all kinds o f communities.
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V.

Consum ers and Local Foods
A community food system rests on the idea of providing more

of a community's food needs through local sources.

But, is it realistic

to assume that consumers can survive on a prim arily local diet? In a
M ontana study, researchers looked at indigenous diets and
agricultural history and found that it would be both possible and
nutritionally adequate to obtain a diet from only regional foods
(Herrin and Gussow 1989).

A Cornell University project matches

foods available in the Northeast with the Federal D ietary Guidelines
and finds the same thing (W ilkins 1995b).

Other studies that

compare statewide food production with national data on
consum ption reveal that "food self-reliance has declined over time,
but that residents could get more of their nutrients from local
sources, especially if they changed their diets to reflect seasonally
available foods (Feenstra 1997, 29)."
W hether or not it is socially acceptable or attractive to
consumers is another issue.

In general, there is little recognition of

the seasonal or local availability of many foods (Bruhn et. al. 1992,
Kittredge 1996).

It could take a long time to convince consumers to

eat the locally available turnips, cabbage, potatoes and carrots all
w inter instead of the broccoli, tomatoes, asparagus and spinach
shipped in from every corner of the globe.
But there is some indication that consumers don't care about
having every single kind of food available year round.

One study

found that consum ers did not feel they needed year round access to
m elon and berries.

On the other hand, they did want to buy
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Another study

found, despite the fact that grocery store selection did not change
with the seasons, consumer eating habits did (W ilkins 1995a).
There is an issue of balance here.

Asking consumers to exist on

an entirely local diet is not realistic. However, prom oting a move
toward a m o re local diet is.

There are some foods available through

the globalized food system that people may never be willing to give
up — bananas, citrus fruits, coffee and spices like cinnamon are some
likely examples.

On the other hand, eating a peach from California in

the midst of a Georgia summer is absurd.

And similarly, is it really

necessary or desirable to eat hard, pink tomatoes in February when
local beets or carrots will provide a more flavorful, nutritious and
low er im pact alternative?

Perceptions and

Trends Related to Local Foods

Next it is im portant to consider consumer perceptions o f local
foods and what influences their food buying behavior in general.
The number of farm ers' markets in this country has doubled in the
last decade and the num ber of Community Supported A griculture
farms grows every year, even as most kinds of farming are in decline
(Gussow 1991, 96; Kittredge 1997, 258).

And, there seems to be a

backyard gardening renaissance taking place (N ational Gardening
Association 1989).

Also, locally based businesses like micro

brew eries and bakeries have been enjoying a brisk business
(Kirshem ann 1997, Friedmann 1993).

These seem to be signs that

consum er interest in local foods is high.

Yet, it isn't clear that the

"local" characteristic is necessarily what drives these trends.
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Although one survey conducted at a farm er's m arket found
that shoppers found "locally grown" to be very im portant reason for
m aking purchases (Pelsue 1984), another found it was entirely
unim portant (Estes 1985).

The social experience, the interaction with

farmers and the feeling that the money spent on food goes directly to
the farm er are more im portant to consumers than the fact that foods
are locally grown (Lockeretz 1986).

Other studies on local foods

show that the freshness, quality and taste of the foods were what
m otivated buying (Adrian 1982, Bruhn et. al. 1992).
On the other hand, there seem to be few negative im pressions
of local foods.

When asked, consumers can come up with lots of

reasons why buying locally is a good idea.

Even so, there is no

evidence that signs identifying local foods will, on their own,
influence food choice (Lockeretz 1986, Bruhn et. al. 1992).
Then, what are the things consumers base their food buying
decisions on? And how do local foods stack up?

The commonly

accepted factors influencing consumer food choice include: "health
and nutrition concerns, sensory-affect or taste, food preferences,
fam iliarity, fam ily customs, household income and price (W ilkins
1996, 329)."

In addition, certain consumers, notably members of

food cooperatives and natural food store custom ers, have long based
food choice on environm ental and social concerns (Goldman &
Clancey 1991, W ilkins and Hillers 1994).
A m ericans in general have clearly become more
environm entally concerned in recent decades.

It is becoming socially

unacceptable to support industries that harm the environm ent.
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including conventional agriculture.

The rise o f the organic foods

industry is one indication that people place value on the
environm ental im pacts of food choice (Hartman 1998).

The organic

foods industry has experienced a 20% rate of growth each year for
the past seven years and is projected to be a 6.5 billion industry by
2000 (Organic Trade Association 1998).

There is no indication that

this steady rate of growth will slow anytime soon.
M ichael Dimock o f Sunflower Strategies makes his living
prom oting local food and agriculture.

From his experiences with

consum ers, he believes that people are becoming more concerned
with where and how their food is grown.

According to him, "for

every trend, there is a counter trend (1998b)."

People are feeling

the effects of a globalized food system and as a result, there is now
"an em otional desire on the part of consumers to know where their
food is coming from."

Also, people are longing for "the way things

used to be (Dimock 1998b)."

They remember fresh, in-season

peaches and homemade jam s and they long for "the way food used to
taste (Dimock 1998b; Jolly, Schütz, Diaz-Knauf and Johal 1989)."
Food safety may also begin to influence food choice.

W ith

increased incidence and greater media coverage o f food poisoning
related to im proper food handling, people are likely to become
concerned with being able to quickly trace food poisoning to the
source.

It is inherently easier to identify the cause of any food

safety problem s if the product in question comes from a local source.
The recent California lettuce scare is a case in point.

This past

winter, it took five days for USDA inspectors to link several cases of
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e. coli poisoning from ten restaurants, in three states, to four
distribution centers in two states, and finally back to one farm in
C alifornia where investigators th in k but are not com pletely certain
the lettuce was washed in contam inated w ater (Belluck 1998, A8).
A few of the attributes of local foods match very well with the
list of factors that affect food choice in general: local foods are
nutritious and they taste good, and for custom ers concerned about
the environm ent and/or food safety, local foods are good choices.
But for those making their choices based on price and fam iliarity
with the food product, local foods may be less attractive.

Barriers to Buying Local Food
First, let's consider price.

There are times when local foods are

more expensive than global substitutes, for reasons already
discussed.

If the true cost of cheap food were somehow considered,

local foods would probably not look very expensive, but in the mean
time Americans may have to pay more for local food (Gussow 1991,
Thompson 1991).

The fact that local food already sells well in

certain settings, like farm ers' markets and food cooperatives,
indicates that people might not object all that much to higher prices.
For those who are unable to pay higher prices, programs like the
USDA's Farmers' M arket Coupon Project which gives low income
m others participating in the Women, Infants and Children (WIC)
program coupons redeem able for local produce at farm ers’ m arkets
(USDA 1996) and subsidized CSA shares assure that everyone has
access to fresh, local food.

M aintaining these kinds of programs

within a com m unity food system is very im portant (Clancey 1993).
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Convenience is another deterrent to buying local foods. In a
survey conducted in California, shoppers at a large chain said they
would like to eat more local foods but that the typical outlets for
local foods (farm ers’ markets, roadside stands, etc.) were not
convenient (Bruhn et. al. 1992).

A New Jersey study made similar

conclusions (Nayga, Govindasamy, Wall and Thatch 1995).

The

average trip to the grocery store includes shopping for many non
food items.

For busy consumers, expanded hours, convenient

locations and the availability of a wider array o f products at typical
markets for local foods, could greatly increase the consum ption of
local foods (Lockeretz 1986).

For example, if a consumer could leave

work and within a few m inutes conveniently park and purchase
veggies for dinner, a loaf of bread, a hunk of cheese, a bottle of cider,
some fresh flowers, a bar of soap, a birthday card and a snack for the
ride home, all produced locally, the appeal of local m arkets might
in c re a se .
Fam iliarity with the local varieties of food and with seasonal
variability are two more barriers to buying local foods (Feenstra
1997b, W ilkins 1995a).

If a shopper does not recognize a type of

food and has no idea what it tastes like or how to cook it, he or she
may be less likely to buy it.

And for people accustomed to having

certain foods available year round, dealing with the seasons m ight be
frustrating.

W hile some food aficionados enjoy changing menus with

the seasons and experim enting with unusual vegetables like bok
choy and arugula, a busy father of four may see it as a hassle
(Gussow

1991).
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Also, being able to eat seasonally, especially in places with
w inter requires an individual or com munity investm ent in storing
and processing local foods. Commercial or home canning, drying,
m illing or other food processing helps "extend the season" in places
where fresh produce cannot be grown year round.

Berries become

jam s and jellies, grain gets ground into flour, herbs go into gourmet
vinegars or salad dressings.

But, preserving foods at home takes a

lot of time and in many communities it is difficult to find locally
processed foods (Goering et. al. 1993, 35).
Even for the customers who already value local foods, like
older people and food cooperative members, there are reasons why
they do not buy as many local foods as they might (Bruhn et. al.
1992, W ilkins 1996).

One simple explanation is that locally grown

foods are not always available or labeled as local in grocery stores.
Large grocery store chains are sometimes unwilling to stock local
products because of concerns with sufficient quantities and
acceptable quality (Mochi 1997).

Or, they are bound to pricing

contracts that will only assure them tomatoes in winter, for example,
if they continue buying tomatoes from afar in summer.

Or, local

potatoes get m ixed with non-local because produce m anagers do not
have the time or space to separate them (Leeson 1998),
To summarize: consumers believe local foods are high quality,
taste good and are nutritious; local foods also alleviate some
environm ental and food safety concerns; and, the typical m arkets for
local foods are expanding.

There are some barriers to buying local

foods but many o f these— price, convenience and lack of fam iliarity—
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could be overcom e by efforts to educate consum ers, particularly
those who are able to afford local foods and are concerned about
environm ental and social issues, on the many values of buying
locally grown foods.

When education is linked with buying choices,

m arketing is the appropriate tool.
If a community food system is going to be viable, there must
be a focus on marketing, just as there is in the global food system.
Corporate agribusiness spends a ton o f money on m arketing and will
likely continue to do so but small, local farmers do not benefit from a
sim ilar infrastructure (M orr 1989, 29).

A regional m arketing

initiative that promotes local foods and local farms could be the
missing link in developing a community food system.
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VI. R egional M arketing- W hat is It?
Regional marketing is a relatively new and little studied
concept.

The rem ainder of this paper will look specifically at

regional m arketing as a community food system strategy.

Assertions

and conclusions are based on inform ation collected from interview s
with leaders in regional marketing initiatives, and from a review of
project reports, feasibility studies and related publications.

This

section begins by exploring the definitions o f “region" and
"marketing" within the regional food marketing context.

It is

followed by a breakdown of the types of regional m arketing
approaches that exist and it concludes with profiles of two groups
currently carrying out a com prehensive collaborative approach to
regional m arketing.
Regional m arketing or regional identity m arketing is a means
by which a collaborative group can work in the interest of the local
econom y, environm ent and comm unity to prom ote consum er
purchase of locally produced products.

Appropriate to a food

system s context, regional m arketing program s focus on supporting
local agriculture through developing and m aintaining a m arket for
locally grown and processed foods.

Among the techniques for

achieving these goals are things like regional food labeling programs,
harvest festivals, business and m arketing education for local
producers, and community wide education on the value of eating
local foods (Dimock 1997).
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R e g io n s
Region is a concept with many possible interpretations.

There

are adm inistrative regions with boundaries: cities, counties, states,
provinces, countries.

In the United States, groups of states make up

the com m only understood N ortheast, Southw est, N orthw est, M idwest,
Southeast and W estern regions.

There are also regions defined by

characteristic clim ate, flora and fauna like the tropical, tem perate or
arctic regions.

And then there are economic regions such as

industrial or agricultural regions.

Region is also understood as the

area surrounding a particular location, i.e. the Great Lakes region.
Some contem porary definitions combine the generic
understanding o f region with another set of inform ation to enhance
the meaning.

A bioregion, for example, is "a distinct area with

coherent and interconnected plant and animal com m unities, often
defined by a watershed and by the ideas that have developed about
how to live in that place (Planet Drum Foundation)."

The bioregional

m ovem ent prom otes means of living and livelihood that are
regionally appropriate, based on an understanding o f place (Orr
1 9 9 2 ).
W ithin the food and agriculture disciplines, another concept of
region has emerged — the foodshed.

Think of a watershed and

replace water with food to imagine a "flow of food" streaming into a
particular place (Getz 1991, 26; Kloppenburg et. al. 1996, 114).
Unlike a watershed, however, the boundaries for a foodshed are less
precise.

To some extent it relates to the idea of bioregion — a

foodshed is function of "climatic features, plant comm unities, soil
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types" but there are other factors — "ethnicities, cultural traditions,
culinary patterns"— that are equally im portant (Kloppenburg et. al.
1996, 114).

This is a concept of much value as a conceptual

fram ew ork for anyone working in a community food system project.
U nfortunately these kinds o f boundaries alm ost never correspond
with political boundaries, making any kind of planning based on
bioregions or foodsheds a unique challenge (W ilkins 1995a).
For m ost regional m arketing initiatives, region is determ ined
by the more conventional definitions, m ainly county or state (Dimock
1998b).

This happens because leadership for the project may come

from within a county extension office, county health departm ent or
state departm ent of agriculture.

Thus the region is based more on

who is involved and access to resources than on any broader
definition (like bioregion or watershed) that may be more practical
in the long run.
M ost im portantly, there must be a balance between the
population size and the producer base in a regional food m arketing
initiative (Dimock 1998b).
this balance.

Counties and states do not often provide

Thus region can take on new meanings when paired

with m arketing goals.
Asking to what extent people feel connected, or a part of their
county or state, local watershed or nearby mountain range, is also
im portant.

The region decided

upon in a regional m arketing

approach should be som ething to which consumers already relate
(Dimock 1998b, Rilla 1998).

For example, should a group in Colorado

prom ote foods based on their state: Colorado Grown; their county:
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Made in Delta County; their closeness to the Rocky Mountains: Rocky
M ountain Harvest; their orientation to the Rockies: Raised on the
W estern Slope; or their identity with the local river and valley: North
Fork Valley Grown?

R eg io n a l

This decision is very im portant (Dimock 1998b).

M arketing

In general, marketing is a set of actions or objects that attempt
to persuade a consumer to purchase a particular product.

The goal of

regional m arketing is to convince people to purchase regionally
produced products, in this case fresh and processed foods.

There are

many ways to m arket but a regional food m arketing strategy seems
to be m ost influenced by the "social marketing" and "mystique
m arketing"

approaches.

Often used by public health agencies, social m arketing is aimed
at changing thé behavior of a target group (Kotler and Roberto 1989).
This approach com bines education, media and applied behavioral
sciences in order to promote a change that is in the public's interest—
i.e. to reduce smoking in teen populations.

A social marketing

approach has also been used by sustainable agriculture advocates
who are trying to get conventional farmers to change their practices
(Greishop, Peck and Raj 1996).

In the case of a regional marketing

initiative, the goal is to change the buying behavior of consumers so
that they choose local foods over imported ones.

This can be

accom plished by educating consumers on the benefits of buying
locally grown food.
"M ystique marketing" is another concept that can be
incorporated into a regional m arketing initiative.

The m ystique that
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a product em bodies is one aspect that makes a product attractive
(Dimock 1998a).

For example, a custom er may perceive a product to

be "natural" or "healthy" or they may like the lifestyle a product
represents or they may feel connected in some way to the place
where the product has come from (Dimock 1998a).

They buy it

because in some way they value what that product represents.

For

example, buying “pure Vermont Maple syrup” evokes a warm feeling
about the rural nature o f Vermont (Hinrichs 1996).
Regional food m arketing should both tap into and prom ote
consumer loyalty to the place they live.

If it is successful, a

consum er will perceive a locally grown carrot, for example, as having
more value than one that's not locally grown.

This is ofcourse, based

on the idea that some consumers place a high value on certain places.
Hinrichs calls this the “consumption of rurality” , and says this is
becoming a highly m arketable concept especially to an increasingly
urbanized consum er base (1996).
L a b els
In a way, regional marketing aims to actually turn a region into
a "brand" and to create identity with and loyalty to that brand
(Hartman 1998, Dimock 1998b).

If generations of families can

remain loyal to a particular brand of laundry detergent or breakfast
cereal, it should also be possible to develop that same kind of
com m itm ent to high quality, locally produced foods.
first step.

Labels are the

The core of many regional marketing programs is a label

that identifies locally produced and processed foods.

The best labels

use a visually appealing logo that evokes the mystique of locally
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produced foods (Dimock 1998b). The logo can be on a sticker used on
produce and processed food packages, on signs in the produce section
of grocery stores, on the edges of shelves where local products are
displayed, on billboards, television, t shirts, aprons for grocery store
staff — basically anywhere and in as many places as possible (Morr
1 9 8 9 ).
For a local label to gain meaning, producers should be held to a
strict set of standards, that is well understood by consumers
(Patterson 1998, Timm 1998, Dimock 1998b).

For those convinced of

the benefits of buying locally, the label can provide the consum er
with, "an im m ediately available, objective and accurate evaluation"
o f where and how the product was grown and processed (Sitarz
1998, 40).

For groups that want to promote foods that are both

locally grown and sustainably produced and processed, the label can
identify this.

The BuyGreen Virginia Program is one example of a

regional m arketing program that prom otes both regional identity and
environm ental sustainability.

Another program — M endocino Bounty

in M endocino County, California — will identify products that are
grown, raised and processed locally and

in accordance with a set of

w atershed protection criteria (Dim ock 1998b).
Educational campaigns
Ideally, labeling program s should be supported by an overall
cam paign to promote local foods (Dimock 1998b, Timm 1998).
Producers can do food dem onstrations at local grocery stores or
farm ers' m arkets, a m onthly news colum n could highlight what foods
are in season with recipes from local chefs, and billboards, radio.
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print and television ads can all pitch the benefits of local foods.
There should be local food celebrations going on throughout the
season: a cherry festival in July, a corn festival in August, a wine
festival in the fall or whatever local foods are loved and abundant.
Guides to local foods vendors and direct m arket farm s should be
distributed throughout the com m unity and to tourists.
To groups or agencies more accustomed to coordinating social
or environm ental program s, planning a m arketing cam paign may feel
odd.

But marketing should be considered as ju st another tool—

alongside media, education and lobbying— for reaching social and
environm ental goals (Dowie 1996).

Small scale, local farmers often

do not feel like they have the time or resources to do successful
m arketing, but without it they may not survive (Gibson 1994, Vossen
1 9 9 2 ).

A

Categorization

o f Regional

M arketing

Initiatives

Based on a review o f materials obtained from a variety of
groups from around the country, regional m arketing initiatives seem
to fall into at least four different categories which I call:
com prehensive collaboratives,
and discrete projects.
regional agriculture.

state-led, product/industry

specific

Each type works on some level to promote
The scope, goals and strategies of each approach

vary, although there is some overlap.
A com prehensive

collaborative is a regional m arketing strategy

that brings together public and private interests and uses m ultiple
strategies for promoting all kinds of fresh and processed local foods.
Select Sonoma County and PlacerGROWN in California, Hudson Valley
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Harvest in New York, and From the Ottawa Valley in Northern
Ontario are a few examples of this kind of approach (SSC 1998,
PlacerGROWN 1998, Junge 1997, Hulcbop, AASR 1997).

These

projects are run by non-profit groups that represent a coalition of
people interested in increasing the consum ption o f locally grown
foods: growers, processors, retailers and nutritionists.
There are at least sixteen s ta te -le d m arketing program s that
operate through the state departm ents of agriculture (M orr 1989).
The goal of these projects is to help maintain the economic viability
of agriculture in the state by working to expand m arkets for foods
grown or raised and processed in the state.

They use some o f the

same techniques— labeling, advertising and food festivals— but the
goals differ from those o f the community collaboratives.

In addition

to increasing consumption of state products at the local level, they
work to build national and global recognition for the quality of the
state's products.
this kind.

The "Jersey Fresh" program was one o f the first of

The program increased consumption of local produce but it

has also developed a broader recognition by neighboring states of the
high quality of New Jersey produce (Brown 1988).

Jersey peaches

and tomatoes, for example, are now sought after products in nearby
states.

The "Jersey Fresh" program and others such as

"M assachusetts Grown and Fresher!" and "Georgia—Always in Good
Taste" are funded by state and federal government (M orr 1989).
A third type of regional m arket program, p r o d u c t / in d u s tr y
sp ec ific,

focuses on promoting specific products or industries within

agriculture, i.e. dairy, beef or fruit.

These programs are led by non-
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profit groups or farm er cooperatives and funded from a variety of
public or private sources.

In some cases, ecologically friendly

attributes o f the product are emphasized as much as or more than
regionality. One example is a project called "Core Values Northeast"
(CVN) led by the non-profit group Mothers and Others for a Livable
Planet in New York.

The goal of CVN is to "build public awareness of

and dem and for local, ecologically-grow n apples through consum ercentered m edia and m arket-based education strategies (CVN 1998)."
A sim ilar project in Pennsylvania called the "Milk M arketing
Initiative" will promote m ilk from farm ers who agree to invest
profits in environm ental enhancem ent projects.

The project will

focus on the Chesapeake Bay watershed and intends to expand to
other com m odities if the environm ental m ilk program is successful
(Dairy Network Partnership 1998).

And in Colorado, a group of

independent ranchers m arket their "Rocky M ountain Beef" which is
locally grown, free of additives and raised using ecological range
practices (Hansen 1998).
Finally, there are the discrete projects.

These are projects for

which the goal is clearly to increase awareness about locally grown
foods or to help expand markets for local farmers but the approach is
one of single, perhaps yearly projects, and not an overall
com prehensive food system strategy.Any group that works

to start

and prom ote farm er's m arkets, sponsors a harvest festival, prints a
local farm guide or

does some other project to support local

agriculture could fit into this category.

Alone, these projects will not

have the same kind of im pact that a more com prehensive approach
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However, the discrete and single product/industry projects are

each valuable initiatives and would be valuable partners in a more
com prehensive collaborative regional m arketing effort.
Scant information exists for groups looking to start a regional
m arketing program but there are two groups that are becoming
leaders in offering advice in this area.

The first is Sunflower

Strategies, a professional m arketing firm that specializes in regional
m arketing consulting.

At the 1996 Community Food Systems

Conference, Sunflower President M ichael Dim ock said, "Sustainable
com m unities m ust include sustainable food supplies that m axim ize
local production and consumption.

Sunflower Strategies is dedicated

to the developm ent of regional m arketing systems for every
community in the nation (1997, 80)."

His firm has assisted with the

developm ent of five o f the seven regional m arketing initiatives in
C alifornia and many more around the country.
Another group, Red Tomato, in M assachusetts was recently
established by Michael Rozyne, one of the founders of Equal
Exchange Coffee.

This group is currently working with the Northeast

Organic Farm Association to develop regional organic foods
marketing in New England (Red Tomato 1998).

These food system

focused m arketing professionals can be im portant allies for groups
em barking on a regional m arketing initiative (Dimock 1998b).

R egional M arketing

in

Action

Regional m arketing is perhaps best understood by taking a
look at some projects that are in progress. This section examines the
characteristics o f developing, im plem enting and sustaining a regional
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m arketing initiative for two com prehensive collaboratives— Select
Sonoma County and From the Ottawa Valley, a project of the
Association for Agricultural Self Reliance.

These case studies are

based on interviews with the organizations' leaders and a review of
their prom otional m aterials and news articles highlighting the
p ro g ra m s.
Select Sonoma County
Fifty miles north of San Francisco is Sonoma County, a
topographically diverse and econom ically affluent region famous for
its wine, and becoming well known for its regional food and
agriculture m arketing program.

In the late eighties, agricultural

leaders realized that even though the county produced an abundance
of local food, the grocery stores shelves were stocked with foods
from all over the globe.

Other counties, states and countries were

doing a better job of marketing to Sonoma County's 350,000
residents than were the farms within its boundaries (Gibson 1989,
3).
These mostly small and m edium -size, alternative farms were
not producing enough volume to sell to the com m odities m arket or to
local grocery stores w ithout a coordinated m arketing effort.

"Small

growers often don’t have the time, money, energy and knowledge to
get m ajor exposure for their products," according to Paul Vossen, a
farm advisor at the Cooperative Extension in Sonoma County (Gibson
1989, 5). Yet the abundance and quality of local products in the
county was undeniable.
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In 1987, the Extension office invited "innovative, farm ers,
processors and m arketers" to participate in a program to prom ote
their products or services (Vossen 1992, 26).

O f this group, a 21

member task force was eventually appointed by the County Board of
Supervisors.

The task force’s mission was to determine w hether or

not the county actually needed an agricultural m arketing program
and if so, to figure out how to develop one cost effectively.

The

group met once a week for six weeks and determ ined quickly that,
yes, the county could really use a regional m arketing program
(V ossen

1992).

In the end, the group recom mended conducting m arket
research that would "establish an understanding of existing and
potential m arkets and create a com prehensive prom otional program
(Vossen 1992, 26)."

Some suggestions for the prom otional program

were: designing a logo, educating consumers, making m edia contacts
and doing product tastings at food fairs (Vossen 1992, 27).
Initial funds for the program came from the County Economic
Development Board and the County Board of Supervisors.

In the

second year, they received a grant from the Federal State M arket
Im provem ent Program .

Later, the county added prom otional

funding from its existing advertising budget (Vossen 1992, 26).
Today, ten years later, those early efforts have grown,
blossom ed and re-seeded.

The group, officially called Select Sonoma

County, is now a non-profit organization of "approximately 300
growers, processors and allied businesses.

It has an 11-m em ber

board o f directors from the agriculture, food processing, restaurant.
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It is

still funded through some grants and county advertising funds but it
now collects membership fees and fees for some sales and services
(SSC).

Its varied and com prehensive approach to regional m arketing

is outlined in table 1.
Table 1: "Techniques and Strategies o f Select Sonoma County"
Retail & Restaurant Promotions
♦promoting Select Sonoma in Bay Area grocery stores
♦product and producer referrals
♦member support services
♦on-going Point of Sale (POS) program
♦restaurant signs and product referrals
Consumer Education: Advertising & Publicity
♦display posters & Point of Sale materials
♦distribute Farm Market box ends
♦advertising; regional TV, magazines and newspapers
♦develop and mail press releases
♦conduct Select Sonoma County Recipe Contest
♦coordinate the Presslnfo Recipe line for local papers
♦publish Ag Insider consumer newsletter six times per year
♦increase member use of Select Sonoma County logo
Select Sonoma County Products Guide
♦develop guide with Sonoma Business magazine
♦distribute 45,000 guides
Education & Networking
♦connect members to business education offered through other agencies
♦publish Select Marketing News six times per year
♦act as an information clearinghouse between members and event
co o rd in ato rs
♦coordinate seminar on Sales Through the Internet
♦maintain Select Sonoma website
Events
♦attend
♦assist
♦assist

& Trade Shows
board-selected events
members at events with signage and POS items
cooperative, member-driven efforts
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Internal Affairs
*focus on member benefit and logo use
*board and staff retreat (every other year)
*recruit new members: goal of 100 new members
♦develop larger funding; reduce operational expenses
♦increase volunteer participation

SSC was the first county-based regional m arketing program
and many others have looked to them as a model (Hum boldt Harvest
and Placer Grown, for example) but in the ten years that they have
existed, there have been many ups and downs.

Executive Director

Betsey Timm says SSC was lucky to receive a large grant from the
USDA early on, but once that funding ran out, finding comparable
funding has been a major challenge.

As a result, they have had to

cut some programs that they started with and are now focusing on
designing program s that are self-financing.
some self-financed programs have failed.
program called "Hot Sheets".

U nfortunately, even

One example of this was a

SSC staff would ask growers what they

had available, compile the information in an easy to read Hot Sheet,
and fax the list to local restaurants and stores.
$25 per season for this service.

SSC charged growers

If growers got even one response,

their costs would be covered but most got many responses.

Growers,

retailers and chefs reported really liking the service but for some
reason the grower participation eventually dwindled and SSC
couldn't m aintain the program .
In some ways, this example illustrates a broader problem area
for SSC— working with independent-m inded growers.

Timm says the

organization began with the intention of helping out small growers
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but they have found that the growers don’t necessarily feel they
need any help.

SSC sees ways that membership can help the

growers, through m arketing support and professional developm ent,
but for many there is a "why do we need you?" attitude.

Timm sees

many directions for the group to expand its services to farm ers but
without support from producers and other funders they may be
forced to downsize.
Timm definitely feels that Select Sonoma County has raised
awareness of the value of buying local foods.
evidence that indicates this is true.

And there is anecdotal

Farmers report that the SSC label

"opens doors" into retail outlets that previously had no interest in
local products.

However, the group is not tracking any data that

could conclusively proves to their m em bership and the larger
agricultural com m unity that their regional m arketing is really worth
the investm ent of funds.
Timm says they did do some research early on to get
consum er's im pression o f their logo and they were researching ways
to revive the declining lamb industry.
research has been conducted.

But other than that, no

The only solid indication that support

for the program has grown is the increase in m em bership from
under 50 growers in the first year to over 300 currently and the
increased dem and for some of their services.
Timm's advice to others is—be realistic!

SSC assumed they'd

have trem endous grower support and in the end this support has
been tenuous.

They have been much more successful working with

processors whom she says

"understand the value of m arketing."
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Also, she says it is important to really get a good picture o f the
agriculture and food system in a region.

Agriculture could be a big

industry in an area but if it is all commodity producers, there will
not be a need for a regional marketing initiative.
It is worth reflecting on why a regional marketing program,
despite some ups and downs, does seem to be succeeding in this
Northern California county.

First, it is a very affluent county so

residents may be more able and willing to spend a bit more for
locally grown food.

There is also a strong tradition of consumer

support for organic farms in the county.

Perhaps, people who are

convinced of the value of organics are also easily educable on the
concept of locally grown.

Another notable characteristic of Sonoma

agriculture is that it produces an abundance of produce year round.
For most products, consumers do not have to worry about seasonal
availability.

And, finally, Sonoma may be one of the few counties in

the country where the number of farms, especially small, organic
farms, is on the rise.

The constant supply of fresh, locally available

foods being marketed to a population that is already in favor of
supporting environm entally friendly farm ing and has the incom e to
do so could be the secret to Select Sonoma County's success.
From the Ottawa Valley
In 1992, a group of public health advocates from the D istrict
Health Unit in Renfrew County, Ontario organized the "Forum on
Local Food Self-Reliance" to introduce the concepts o f food security
and self-reliance to the agricultural and food industry com m unities.
According to Peggy Patterson, a nutritionist and one of the forum ’s
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organizers, "We see agricultural self-reliance as m aking a big
contribution to health by ensuring long term access to local food
(1998)."

The mainly rural county of approxim ately 90,000 people is

nestled into northern Ontario.

Despite a short growing season,

agriculture has been an historically im portant part o f the economy.
But the number o f farms has been steadily declining since the m id
seventies.

Through the forum, Patterson and fellow organizers hoped

to stim ulate interest in m aintaining the viability of farm ing in their
co m m u n ity .
The participants in the forum were invited by the organizers
and included representation from the farm ing, food distribution,
m arketing, retail and public health sectors.

The keynote speaker was

a well known and respected leader, responsible for the revival of
farm ers’ markets in Ontario.

He encouraged the 70 participants to be

open to im agining an entirely new paradigm — food self-reliance.
Panel discussions by a m arketing professor, two producers, one
distributor, one retailer and a nutritionist addressed the question,
"What would food self-reliance mean to me?".

By the end of the

m eeting, fifteen people agreed to commit significant time and energy
to promoting food self-reliance in Renfrew County.

This group soon

incorporated and became the non-profit organization, the A ssociation
for A gricultural Self-Reliance (AASR).
For the past six years, AASR has been working to gain
com m unity support and funding for a variety o f programs aimed at
increasing the food and agricultural self-reliance in Renfrew County.
The AASR vision is for Renfrew County to be able to provide at least
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50% o f its own food and agriculture needs.

Organizers have three

goals: to increase consumption of locally grown foods, to prom ote
local agricultural production and to prom ote local foods processing.
The group's central project is a labeling program that identifies
products as "From the Ottawa Valley."

Growers and processors who

meet certain criteria can use the label and grocery store signs to
promote their products (see Appendix B for usage criteria).

AASR

works on educational prom otions to support the labeling program.
For example, the group publishes a quarterly new sletter "Growing in
the Valley" and an Ottawa Valley Products Catalog.

It also co-hosts

many events that celebrate regional agriculture: the "Rural Ramble"
is an annual fundraising event that gives people, m ainly urban, an
opportunity to visit farms and participate in on-farm activities like
milking cows, weeding and bobbing for apples and the "Farm Comes
to Town" is an opportunity for elementary school students to interact
with local farmers and animals.

Another example is "Food, Glorious

Food", a festival that involves local chefs and producers in doing
displays and cooking demonstrations using local foods.

AASR also

m aintains a very inform ative website and is putting together a local
foods cookbook. A new program will provide business and m arketing
workshops to local growers.
Even with these successes, the group continues to experience
challenges.

Some of the initial founders have left the program and

those that remain find the issue o f funding to be a constant burden.
AASR has been very successful in obtaining grant money but because
most of the grants come in the form of m atching funds, organizers
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find they spend more time on fundraising than they do on programs.
This frustration is common among non-profit groups that often must
apply for funding on a yearly basis.

Until AASR can afford a full

time director, the future of the program may be shaky.
Unfortunately they are between a rock and hard place— until they get
more funding, they cannot do research that shows they are meeting
their goals; until they can show they have reached some o f their
goals, it will be hard to get more funding.
It

could be argued that by implementing enough program s at

enough levels in the food system, there must be some im pact felt.
But without tracking and measuring the effects o f program s, it is
difficult to know.
food needs locally.

AASR wants the community to meet 50% of its
Unfortunately, they don't have more than a rough

estim ate on what that percentage is currently.

Patterson guessed it

was somewhere around 10% based on a comparison o f foods
produced with amount of those foods consumed in the county.

A

survey o f retailers and distributors done in 1994 revealed the extent
o f and potential for expanding markets for local foods (Campbell
1994).

Repeating this study could be one way to measure the

increase in consumption of local foods.

One idea that Patterson has

for AASR is to begin tracking data from farm ers’ markets in Renfrew
County.

This is inform ation that is already being collected (and paid

for) by someone else and is easily accessible.
D espite some funding and evaluation troubles, AASR has made
progress

in increasing the visibility of their mission.

believes

that the key to getting a regional m arketing

Patterson
program started
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is involving the right group of people.
expertise in the program areas.

Those involved m ust have

She says getting the support of well

respected community members is also vital.

AASR has found that

these people can be some of the most im portant advocates in
assuring program success.
Can a regional marketing program on its own revive a
dwindling agricultural base in a fairly isolated, rural region?
time will tell with AASR.

Only

With a relatively small population to

demand local products, the group may need to focus on helping
farm ers to expand their markets in a nearby urban area.

The

popularity o f the Rural Ramble indicates that there is a sizeable
urban population outside of the county that is very interested in
maintaining the rural nature of Renfrew County.

This case is a good

example of program that is missing the balance that Dimock says
m ust exist between population and producers in a regional
m arketing program (1998b).

W here a county's population is

relatively small in comparison to the amount of food being produced,
the concept of region will need to be expanded to include a larger
co n su m er/p o p u latio n

base.

To sum up, two very different regions decided to help local,
small farm ers survive.

In the more cosm opolitan Sonoma County,

the goal of regional marketing is to help growers compete in an
increasingly challenging marketplace.

In rural Renfrew County, it is

an attem pt to revive an eroding agricultural tradition.

Both groups

are w orking to help growers by prom oting expanded m arkets for
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local foods.

Each has had successes and challenges, particularly in

the area of funding.

But neither is conducting im portant research to

track their success and document their legitim acy as organizations.
Research is time consuming and can be expensive but it is
absolutely essential, if not im mediately for these groups, in the long
term efforts to prove the viability of a regionalized food system.
Dimock believes that one of the biggest m istakes regional m arketing
programs can m ake is to not do thorough and regular evaluations
(1998b).

Feenstra also makes this point within the context of

community food systems projects (1997b).

Leaders at the

Community Food Security Coalition concur (Gottlieb 1996).

We can

look to these groups for creative ideas and inspiration but
unfortunately, not necessarily for any conclusive evidence that
regional m arketing initiatives really do help sustain local agriculture
or im prove com m unity self-reliance.
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VII

G uid elin es

for D eveloping

a R egional

M ark etin g

Initiative
W hat should a group interested in starting a regional
marketing initiative consider?

How should they begin?

the keys to success? And the pitfalls?

W hat are

This section aims to answer

these questions by providing a set of guidelines that sum marizes the
lessons learned from Select Sonoma County, From the Ottawa Valley
and Dimock's experience with many other groups.

It is not a step-

by-step guide but a list of general, broad suggestions. Regional
m arketing is a relatively new concept and the way in which it is
carried out will differ in every region, depending on the people
involved and the agricultural potential of the area.
This research indicates that initiating a regional m arketing
initiative that has a chance to succeed relies on these elements:
1) Core Group or Coalition- There must be a group of people who are
really committed to work on developing and sustaining a regional
m arketing initiative (Dimock 1998b, Patterson 1998). According to
Dimock, it could take five years before a group begins to see any
results o f their work. Thus, it would be best if participants were in it
for the "long haul."
2) An Understanding o f the Foodshed which includes:
Inform ation on the Producer Base-There must be enough producers
in an area to provide a steady and abundant supply o f food during
the growing season and to finance at least some of the marketing
program . There is no sense designing a com prehensive regional
m arketing plan that is promoting only a handful of farmers. At the
beginning, a program should involve at least 50 producers and
processors (Dimock 1998b, Timm 1998). If the chosen region does
not have that many producers, the boundaries of the region should
be expanded until it does.
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Inform ation on the Population Base- There is an elem ent of balance
here, between the number o f producers and the num ber o f people.
A region must have enough people that can consume the am ount of
food produced. For example, a rural region m ight have only 15,000
residents but be currently producing enough food for 60,000 people.
If this is true, the concept of region should be expanded to include a
larger populace or there should be an emphasis on export in addition
to local consumption (Friedmann 1993, Dimock 1998b). Also, is the
population one that is financially free to choose local foods? In other
words, if local foods are more expensive is there a significant affluent
population to m arket to?
3) Sustainable Leadership- Regional m arketing program s are a lot of
work and need to be guided by a coordinator and a board of
directors (Timm 1998, Dimock 1998b, R illa 1998, Patterson 1998,
M cGourty 1997). Funding for this position should be included in
planning and m aintained throughout the life of the project.
4) A Business-Like Perspective- Regional m arketing program s can be
expensive. Dimock estimates that a minimum of $350,000 will be
invested over a five year period (1998b). There needs to be a
com m itm ent to getting this kind of funding and a com m itm ent to
keeping it by im plem enting a well thought out evaluation process.
5) A Feedback Loop- One of the biggest threats to these programs is
a loss of the original vision (Dimock 1998b). From the very
beginning there needs to be a mechanism put in place for reminding
project m embers about the purpose and im portance o f the initiative.
M em bers should be com m itted to re-evaluating every few years
(Rilla 1998).
6) Com munity Support- The future of these projects is dependent on
the support o f the community at large. Leaders need to be
continually cultivating relationships with im portant com m unity
m em bers and groups.
Institutional relationships should be
developed as often as possible with civic organizations, local
publications and county governments (Dim ock 1998b, Patterson
1998, Timm 1998).
As m entioned above some groups choose to invest in
professional consulting services.

Dimock estim ates that only a third
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of the regional m arketing projects attem pted actually succeed
(1998b).

Soliciting research or advice from a professional m arketing

firm that has carried out sim ilar projects could be the difference
between a successful or failed project.
W ith or without the help of a professional m arketing service, a
group should plan to do a feasibility study of the region (Rilla 1997
and 1998, Dimock 1998b).

This study would involve at least a year of

collecting data (new and existing) from producers, processors,
retailers and consumers in order to get an accurate picture o f the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SW OT analysis) in
im plem enting a long term regional marketing project.

This

inform ation will also help to determine the scope of the region to be
promoted.

M arketing is about targeting and until a group can

determ ine their target, any marketing effort will be like shooting in
the dark.

A feasibility study takes time but it will be worth it if the

project endures and becomes an im portant part o f the community.
There are some m ethods used in planning any m arketing
strategy that may be particularly helpful to a group considering a
regional food and agriculture m arketing initiative.

Two possibilities

are "S.W.O.T. analysis ", mentioned above, and the "4 P’s".

S.W.O.T.

stands for Strengths, W eaknesses, Opportunities and Threats and the
4 P's for product, price, place and promotion.

Here's an introduction

to SWOT analysis based on the Hudson Valley Harvest regional food
m arketing program in New York:
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" S tre n g th s and W e a k n e sse s may be seen as factors we can greatly
influence...In contrast. O p p o rtu n itie s and T h rea ts em erge from
phenom ena outside the control or prim ary influence o f the
stakeholders in the region. For example, a stre n g th would be the
region's undeniable natural beauty that attracts visitors. A w e a k n e s s
would be a number o f decaying farms that are unsightly to visitors.
A th re a t would be loss of agricultural land due to state laws that
encourage urban sprawl. An o p p o rtu n ity would be consum ers'
increasing interest in eating fresh vegetables." (Dimock 1997, 4)
A SWOT analysis could be a valuable tool for a group to use in
determ ining w hether or not regional m arketing could succeed.
Use of the 4 P's (product, price, place and prom otion) is another
framework for groups to consider (Grieshop et. al. 1996).

W ithin this

social m arketing approach, "product " is whatever practice it is hoped
that the target group will adopt. In the case of regional marketing,
the "product" or practice is— buying more food locally.
be better understood as costs and benefits.
consumer be in adopting the new behavior?

"Price" might

W hat will the cost to the
Local food may cost

more money, may require time to learn how to cook, or it may not be
available when they need it.

On the other hand, local food is fresher,

may taste better and buying it supports the local economy and helps
preserve open space.

"Place" refers to the need to consider how,

when and where customers will gain access to inform ation on
adopting the new behavior.

W ill they learn about eating locally at a

festival, through the extension office, their nutritionist or at the
grocery store?

And finally, "promotion " refers to how the concept is

com m unicated.

Rice and Atkin (1989) define prom otion as "actively

reaching out to the right people with the right message at the right
time in order to obtain the right effects "

Promotion could include
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public service announcem ents, billboard or television ads, displays
and taste testing in grocery stores and labeling program s.
A social m arketing perspective suggests the various techniques
that can cause people to change their behavior.

Table 2 aligns these

techniques with their potential im portance within a regional food
m arketing initiative.

The applications are the inclinations o f this

author and are not given as rules to follow, but to suggest some of
the possible connections to regional m arketing in respect to social
m arketing

techniques.

Table 2: "Social Marketing Techniques Applied to Regional Food
M a rk e tin g "
TECHNIQUES
Inform ation and education:
dissem inating inform ation and
allowing people to draw their
own conclusions

APPLICATION
Im p o rta n t. Educational posters,
brochures, food guides that
explain some reasons for buying
local foods.

Persuasion and Propaganda:
dram atic com m entary on effects
of certain behavior, often biased
and designed to change attitudes

Not appropriate. This could
reduce reputability of the efforts
and should probably be avoided.

Social controls:
peer pressu re

Not applicable. This may occur
naturally but there is no real
way to plan for it.

D elivery system s:
being accom m odating to the
consum er

Im p o rta n t. Consistent and
convenient access to high quality
local foods are im portant to
sustaining demand for local
foods.
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Econom ie Incentives:
cost reduction tactics

Im portant. In the case of a CSA,
consumers may save money. For
a jar of locally produced jam ,
they may not. Reminding
consum ers of the external costs
(social and environm ental) of
conventional foods and the high
quality of local foods is
im p o rta n t.

Economic Disincentives:
cost increasing tactics

Important. A group could work
to actively reduce federal and
state governm ent subsidies for
agribusiness and petroleum .
If
the true cost foods produced
under those system s were
realized, price of local food could
theoretically be much lower.

M andatory Rules and
R egulations:
legal or adm inistrative
restrictions on behavior

Im p o rta n t.
Local governments
can and in some places do
require public institutions
(schools, prisons, hospitals) to
buy a percentage of their food
needs locally.

B ehavior M odificationunlearning socially undesirable
behavior or learning socially
d esirab le behavior

Som ew hat Im portant. This
concept might be applied in an
educational w orkshop situation
but it would take effort to track
participants buying behavior
before and after.

A dapted fro m Sheth and Frazier, 1982
The purpose o f including these m arketing fram eworks is to rem ind
groups that regional m arketing must be well planned and
strategized.

M arketing frameworks offer one way to start form ing a

long term plan to increase consumption of locally grown food.
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Analysis
Regional marketing is ju st

one of many models that suggests

ways to improve the economic, environm ental and social condition of
a community.

Like any other model, it needs to be tested to prove

whether or not it really will achieve the hopeful goals for which it is
aiming.

Of the groups profiled here, there is no truly conclusive

evidence that regional m arketing does increase consum ption of
locally grown foods or contribute to an improved economic or
environm ental

situation.

Yet, it is not a concept that should be brushed off.

The

em ergence o f a community food systems approach, the federal
support for com m unity food projects and the many trends related to
m aintaining access to local foods that currently exist indicate that the
timing could be right for a regional food and agricultural marketing
approach to succeed.
Right now, it is clear that
local

many groups are working to promote

agriculture but it is not as clear to what extent they are

succeeding.

As the concept of regional marketing matures more

research should be gathered which helps to better understand the
successes and failures of these kinds of projects.

It seems reasonable

that com prehensive collaborative projects, especially, do have some
im pact on local food self-reliance.

But if these projects are to endure,

data m ust be gathered that shows the costs of a regional m arketing
initiative are m arginal in com parison to the benefits of the
stim ulation of local economies, the protection of local environm ents
and the strengthening of local communities.

That kind of inform ation
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could m ake a powerful statem ent on the viability of a comm unity
food system approach.
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A p p en d ix A
USDA COMMUNITY FOOD PROTECT GRANT RECIPIENTS:
1997

R ec ip ien ts;

The T ohono O 'odham Com m unity Food System
Ju b ilee A g ricu ltu re M in istries, S ells, A rizona
This project will increase the food self-reliance of the Tohono
O'odham people by developing linkages betw een producers, m arkets,
consum ers and nutritionists. Program directions include the
developm ent and expansion of community gardens, organization of a
desert food collecting program, redevelopm ent o f traditional Tohono
O'odham flood-based farming practices, developm ent o f direct-to
custom er and wholesale m arkets for traditional Tohono O'odham
foods, initiation o f culturally sensitive nutrition education program s
and support for the developm ent of agriculture-based m icro
enterp rise projects.
Contact: Tristan R eader 520-383-4966
Food S ecurity Am ong Farm W orker C om m unities in the
S a lin a s V a lley
R ural D evelopm en t C enter, S alin as, C aliforn ia
This project will create permanent, self-sustaining ways for lowincom e farm worker and m igrant com munities to access, produce and
m arket high quality, safe, nutritious and affordable food. M embers of
the community will be trained to grow a wide variety of organic
vegetables, and to create perm anent, self-supporting ways to m arket
and distribute their produce. A Public Education and Policy Council
will be established to coordinate local food security issues, initiate
appropriate policies and im plem ent a com munity education program .
Contact: Jose M ontenegro 408-758-1469
C om m unity Food S ecurity C oalition T raining And T echnical
A s s is ta n c e P r o je c ts
The C om m unity Food Security C oalition, H artford, CT
This project is national in scope and designed to prom ote community
food projects by direct assistance to com m unities, pro-actively
prom oting the concepts of com prehensive comm unity food system
planning, offering small grants to com munities to help com m unities
develop linkages, conduct needs assessm ents, and support
entrepreneurship.
Contact: Andrew Fisher 310-822-5410
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From C risis M anagem ent to C reative C onstruction:
B u ild in g S u sta in a b le Food System s
Five L oaves and Two Fish Food Pantry, G riffin, G eorgia
O ver thirty partners have come together to conduct this project
which w ill transform their community response to poverty and
hunger from "firefighters" to "architects" building food security and
self-reliance. A system s approach will bring representatives from
academ ia, food retail, local business, financial, educational, health,
social service, religious and governm ental organizations together in
m ulti-sector, m ulti-agency involvem ent enhancing and building local
capacity to respond to issues of food security.
Contact: Kate M cLaurin 770-227-4453
F ield to Fam ily
P ractical Farm ers o f Iow a, B oone, Iowa
Local churches, social service organizations, com m unity supported
agriculture (CSA) groups, sustainable agriculture organizations,
academ ia, and businesses are coming together to rebuild comm unity
ties between diverse sectors of the food system. The goals of the
project are to 1). make fresh, locally grown produce available to lowincome households along with the opportunity to design and develop
the local food system, 2). Link low-income CSA members and other
Field to Family participants with churches and agencies now
organizing to help fam ilies leave welfare successfully, 3). Increase
use of locally grown food and foster the start-up and growth of small
to medium sized producers, and 4). promoting the role local
agriculture can play in supporting com m unities.
Contact: Gary Huber 515-294-8512
B eauregard C om m unity Food and N u trition Program
B eau regard C om m unity A ction A ssociation , In c.,
D eR id d er, L o u isia n a
In this project building coalitions among low-incom e residents and a
renewed spirit o f cooperation between resource agencies in all
sectors and volunteers. The project will increase access to fresh
produce and increase household incomes. Increased self-reliance
over food will be attained by providing households the opportunity
to produce their own food, preserve the food, learn how to prepare
nutritious m eals, preserve their seeds for the next planting season,
make a compost fertilizer, and to shop for foods in a more economical
m a n n e r.
C ontact: W inkie Branch 318-463-7895
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W estern W aldo C ounty Food Project
C oastal E n terp rises, In c., W iscasset, M aine
This is a com prehensive food system project that creates new
linkages in an econom ically stressed rural region in Maine. The three
m ain activities of this project include; a downtown center, the
comm unity cafe, organized around local foods, and used to prepare,
distribute, and celebrate good food from local farms and gardens; a
school based education program, "Kids, Food and Community," that
teaches local children about food, farm ing and the interconnections
with com m unity; and the "Community Farm Incubator" that supplies
farm products to local markets and offers job training and provides a
low-cost means o f starting out in farming. The funded project will act
as a agent to bind these three activities into a whole project to
benefit the com m unity.
Contact: John Piotti 207-948-3335
D etro it U rban C oop erative A gricu ltu ral N etw ork
(D etro it U -C an)
H unger A ction C oalition o f M ichigan, D etroit, M ichigan
Project participants have come together to create a sustainable
alternative food related economic sector that can enhance food
security in severely blighted urban com m unities. Five specific
projects will develop community capacity within D etroit Is
em pow erm ent zone's economic sector. Youth projects will build hope
for children and a foundation for the future of urban agriculture.
C ontact: David H acker 313-963-7788
The Youth Farm and M arket Project:
B u ild in g a N eigh b orh ood , Y outh-based Food System
The R egeneration P artn ersh ip , St. P aul, M innesota
The Youth Farm and M arket Project established in 1995 has
successfully brought youth in the food system in both producing and
m arketing produce in low-incom e comm unities. This project will
expand to three new neighborhoods and create opportunities for
urban youth to be an integral part of neighborhood-based food
system s; provide high quality food to low-incom e people; and
catalyze a neighborhood food system that incorporates a wide
variety o f neighborhood organizations and local agencies as
c o lla b o ra to rs.
C ontact: David Brant 612-374-3993
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M isso u la Food S ystem -C om m u n ity A g ricu ltu re P roject
M isso u la N u trition S erv ices, M issou la, M ontana
A com prehensive collaboration of food, health, university, volunteer
and social organizations will continue with a variety of community
food projects plus initiate intensive gleaning, com posting, m arketing,
and community education activities. The coalition of organizations
integrates fam ilies and individuals into the food system to produce
high quality food for low-income people while developing skills that
lead to household self-sufficiency and agricultural entrepreneurship.
Some unique characteristics o f the project include; a Community
Supported A griculture Farm for low- income people; welfare
recipients participating to com plete required com m unity service;
food bank production plots plus a "Grow a Row" in home gardens for
donation; m arketing and sustainable agriculture education program s.
C ontact: M ary Pittaw ay 406-523-4740
Isle's C om m unity Farm P roject Isles, Inc.
T ren ton , New Jersey
The Isles' Community Farm Project plans to develop a model
program with a five-acre community farm to increase the supply of
affordable, nutritious food to low-income fam ilies while creating
econom ic developm ent opportunities. Forty-low incom e residents
w ill be trained in food/plant production and business skills and 14
seasonal jobs will be created. Revenues will be generated from the
sale of fresh produce and horticulture products including
ornam entals. Produce will be distributed to low -incom e people
through on-site retail farm stand, CSA shares, farm -stands in lowincom e com m unities, and em ergency food providers.
C ontact: Ronald Friedm an 609-393-5656
The City Farm s
Just Food A lliance, New York, New York
The City Farms project is an alliance of 5 New York organizations to
im prove regional food security. The project will im prove availability
of fresh food in New York's low-income neighborhoods by expanding
the capacity of urban growers to produce healthful, nutritious food
and distribute it through established food sites; prom ote com m unitybased entrepreneurship and econom ic opportunity through food
production, processing and m arketing; strengthen urban m arkets for
farm ers by fostering relationships among city residents and regional
and local growers and produce, help retailers gain expertise build
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public support for the preservation of open space for food
production.
Contact: Kathy Lawrence 212-674-8124
E xpanding A ccess to Fresh Produce for Poor New Y orkers
Com m unity Food R esources C enter, New Y ork, New York
The project activities will dem onstrate to retailers that consum ers
will buy quality produce, help retailers gain expertise buying and
selling produce, prove to wholesalers that they will make money if
the change their operations and help create linkages betw een urban
retailers and regional farm ers.
Contact: Pam ela Fairclough 212-344-0195
W ashburn C om m unity Food System D evelop m en t P roject
N arrow R idge E arth L iteracy C enter, W ashburn, T ennessee
D im inished agricultural enterprises and weakened econom ic base
within W ashburn have created significant barriers to food security.
The purpose of this project is to build community organizational
infrastructure and leadership capacity to enhance the nutritional
well-being of W ashburn families by increasing access to high quality
food through lowering of physical and economic barriers,
strengthening o f educational resources to enhance capacity for
inform ed decision making and appropriate resource utilization
choices, and building o f community infrastructure for long term
collaborative partnerships among stakeholders inside and
beyond the W ashburn community. Contact: Bill Nickle 423-497-2753
C entral T exas S ustainable Food P roject
S u stain ab le Food
C enter, A u stin , Texas
This project will leverage the success of their earlier project that
showed community food production was a viable method for meeting
the food needs o f low-income people. Two communities will
collaborate, sharing expertise in operating com m unity food program s.
The Sustainable Food Center will expand its program to include foodbased business developm ent to move low-incom e people form
"clients" to self-em ployed entrepreneurs. This will be accom plished
by piloting a "Farm -to-Chef M arketing Network" developing a m icro
enterprise program and expanding Team Green!, a youth training
program .
Contact: Kathleen Fitzgerald 512-385-0080
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H ouston W ards Y outh F ood -for-M ark et P roject
U rban H arvest, Inc., H ouston, T exas
Inner city m iddle school youth gain practical gardening skills and
learn not only about food and nutrition, but also how to apply this
knowledge to income earning enterprises in this project. By selling
produce to a community center co-op and cafe, money is returned to
the com m unity while providing nutritious food to the center's
patrons. In addition, the sale of food and value-added products at a
city-w ide green m arket enables youth to dem onstrate that training
and diligence can provide income. The youth can further help the
food security of the community by building raised bed intensive
gardens for backyard gardens in return for paym ent.
Contact: Robert R andall 713-880-5540
P eop le G row
The V erm ont C am paign to End C hildhood H unger,
South B u rlin g to n , V erm ont
Eight leading V erm ont agriculture, food and anti-hunger
organizations have come together to work in one rural and one urban
Enterprise Com munity to build these com m unities' self-reliance in
m eeting their own food needs. Strategies will include involvem ent in
com m unity gardens and Com munity Support A griculture;
developm ent of food preparation, preservation and m arketing skills
that can be used to grow, preserve and m arket Verm ont produce and
to prepare low-cost, nutritious meals at home; increasing availability
of fresh, local produce at emergency food sites; coordinating food
assistance and education that offer gardening and nutrition education
and healthy meals to low-incom e children; creating opportunities for
local purchasing and m arket developm ent for foods produced
through m icro-enterprise.
Contact: Robert D ostis 802-865-0255
T ahom a Food System
The Tahom a Food System , T acom a, W ashington
Southeast Asian fam ilies, already trained in agriculture in their
native countries will be given training in organic farm ing and direct
niche m arketing until they have the experience and funds to start
their own farms, or become economically self-sufficient. This builds
on an already successful urban farm that provides paid jobs for
hom eless people and farm labor for an organic Community Supported
A griculture Project and assists the Tahoma Food System develop into
a strong m ulti-sector food and farm system non-profit organization.
C ontact: C arrie Little, 253-572-6582
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1996

R ec ip ien ts:

C on n ectin g Sm all F arm ers w ith L ow -in com e C om m unities
C om m unity A llian ce w ith Fam ily Farm F ou n d ation ,
D avis, CA
This project establishes a partnership betw een fam ily farm ers and
two low -incom e Latino com m unity developm ent groups to provide
m arketing outlets for sm all-scale farm ers and provide greater access
to fresh nutritious produce for low-incom e com m unities.
Contact: Jered Lawson, 408-459-3964
W atts G row ing
Southland Farm ers' M arket A ssociation , Los A n geles, CA
This project involves training community gardeners in production
techniques, sm all business m anagem ent, and produce-m arketing. It
will increase the availability of locally grown, fresh, nutritious
produce and generate economic developm ent opportunities for lowincom e gardeners.
Contact: M arion Louise Kalb, 213-244-9190
The Urban Farm at Stapleton Com m unity Food Project
D enver Urban G ardens, Denver, CO
This project involves expanding community gardens, establishing a
com m unity food council, developing a livestock center, initiating a
com m unity-supported agriculture program , and beginning an
entrepreneurial program for low-incom e youths and hom eless
citizens.
Contact: David Risek, 303-592-9300
A n ah ola S elf-S u fficien cy Program on H aw aiian H om elands
Kauai Food Bank, Lihue, HI
The project includes using donated lands to expand the food bank's
farm ing capacity, m arketing the food bank's produce to hotels and
tourist resorts, providing jo b training opportunities to the bank's
volunteers, and increasing the availability o f locally grown food.
Contact: Gregg G ardiner, 808-246-3809
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The C om m unity Farm P roject
The C om m unity K itchen o f M onroe C ounty, B loom ington, IN
The project involves training tenants of public housing to produce
food and to increase income by selling produce and value-added
products at local stores and restaurants. A local food bank provides
space, volunteers, and expertise. Contact: Emily Schabacker, 8123 3 2 -0 9 9 9
T he E con om ics M icro -E n terp rise D ev elo p m en t In itia tiv e
L oyola U n iversity, New O rleans, LA
The project establishes a partnership between rural growers and
inner city dwellers to cultivate small businesses from a thriving
farm ers market. The com m unity enterprises that result from this
project will enhance local agriculture and provide public housing
residents with a means to attain economic self sufficiency.
Contact: Richard M cCarthy, 504-861-5898
M aine U rban/R ural Com m unity Food P roject
C oastal E nterp rises, Inc., W iscasset, ME
This proposal involves two aspects of community food security;
developm ent of an urban and rural food policy council and the
creation o f several new projects including farm ers m arkets,
com m unity gardens, and educational projects.
Contact: Carla Dickstein, 207-882-7552
C entro A gricola (C om m unity A gricu ltu ral C enter)
N uestras R aices, Inc., H olyoke, MA
This project com bines a greenhouse classroom, children's garden
projects, food farm aw areness, m icro-enterprise developm ent with
kitchens, and m icro-processing to create value-added products for
retail sale. The project services a predom inantly Hispanic population.
Contact(s): Daniel Ross, Francisco Ortiz, 413-535-1789
C om m on G round In itia tiv e
The Food P roject, Inc., Lincoln, MA
This project connects urban and rural youth and adults to address
the lack of access to fresh produce in Roxbury. It involves the
creation o f a youth-run food system including farms and farm ers’
m arket and results in more jobs for teens and an increase in fresh
produce for Roxbury and Lincoln.
Contact(s): Patricia Gray, Gregory Dow Gale, 617-259-1426
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G arden City H arvest P roject
M issoula N u trition R esources, M issou la, M T
This com prehensive project includes many activities strongly rooted
in the com m unity and linked to varied community organizations. The
goal is to develop a community farm and neighborhood and backyard
gardens using sustainable agriculture m ethods. Participants will
grow, harvest, glean and distribute fresh produce to people in need.
This project will dem onstrate to the community the art, science and
practice o f sustainable agriculture while reducing dependence on
outside sources of produce, encouraging com m unity service and
volunteer opportunities, and addressing w elfare-reform .
C ontact: M ary Feuersinger-P ittaw ay, 406-523-4740
CAC 's Food C onnections Project
K n oxville-K n ox C ounty C om m unity A ction C om m ittee,
K noxville, TN
This project will involve creating a green market, picking up produce
from farms, providing "veggie vouchers" for WIC recipients,
establishing com m unity gardens, encouraging restaurants to
purchase local produce, increasing summer food program sites, and
developing a data base to monitor perform ance of the food system.
Contact: Gail Harris, 423-546-3500
New F arm ers/N ew Farm P rojects
In stitu te for W ash in gton ’s F uture, S eattle, WA
The project creates opportunities for low-incom e area residents to
gain organic farming and business skills and subsequent access to
farm able land. The project is expected to result in partnerships
designed to help low- income residents and keep farmable lands in
a g ric u ltu re .
Contact: Don Moshe Shakow, 206-324-3628
The Potom ac H ighlands C om m unity Food P rojects
L Ightstone F ou n d ation , M oyers, WV
The project will improve access to locally grown food, increase
econom ic opportunities for low-income households, support local
diversified farm s and build com m unity support for sustainable
family farm ing and food security in 5 counties.
C ontact: A nthony Smith, 304-249-5200
A dapted fro m the Community Food Security Coalition website
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A ppendix B
G uidelines for Use o f Local Labels: The A ssociation for
A gricu ltu ra l S elf-R elia n ce and S elect Sonom a C ounty

Association

fo r

A g ricultural

Self-R eliance

Guidelines for identifying agricultural goods from Renfrew County
with the official mark of the Association for Agricultural SelfReliance - Renfrew County:
Each product labeled with the official mark of the Association for
Agricultural Self-Reliance - Renfrew County m ust m eet all o f the
follow ing criteria:
1. Type of Product:
The product is an agricultural good or is prepared with agricultural
goods. Agricultural goods are:
a) foods for human consumption- eg. vegetables, legumes, fruits,
grains and grain products, meat, fish, poultry, eggs, herbs, maple
products, honey, prepared foods;
b) horticultural products- eg. bedding plants, potted plants,
landscape plants, cut and dried flowers;
c) anim al products- eg. hides and leather, fleece and wool, bonemeal
and other byproducts, soap, tallow and beeswax, etc.;
d) anim al feed;
e) hay and straw;
f) m anure and compost;
g) lum ber, firewood, and other wood products.
2. Origin o f Product:
The product was grown (plant products) or raised (anim al products)
in the Ottawa Valley.
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In the case of processed goods such as prepared foods, animal feed
and wood products, at least 50 percent of the weight or volume
excluding packaging must be grown and/or raised in the Ottawa
Valley. W eight or volume is to be measured before preparation or
m anufacture. There is no restriction on the origin o f packaging
m a te ria ls .
3. Processing Location:
All o f the processing takes place in the Ottawa Valley. Goods may be
processed outside of the Ottawa Valley only if facilities do not exist
in the Ottawa Valley.
Ingredients may be processed outside the Ottawa Valley, but the
final product for sale must be processed in the Ottawa Valley. For
example, a strawberry jam consisting of over 50% local berries by
weight and prepared with Redpath sugar processed in M ontreal
meets the criteria - even though the sugar was processed outside the
Ottawa Valley, the jam was processed in the Ottawa Valley.
4. M em bership:
The producer or processor holds a current, individual m em bership in
the Association for Agricultural Self-Reliance - Renfrew County. (The
m em bership year is January 1 - December 31.)
5. The product's production, processing and packaging is consistent
with the goals and guiding values of the Association for Agricultural
Self-Reliance - Renfrew County.
Perm ission to use the official mark can be revoked at any time at the
discretion o f the Board of Directors. The user assumes all
responsibility for the quality and safety o f any product he/she
m arkets bearing the sticker with the official mark o f the Association
for A gricultural Self-Reliance - Renfrew County.
A dapted fro m the Association fo r Agricultural Self-Reliance website.

Select

Sonoma

County
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G row er/Processor members shall be those m em bers who derive
income directly fro m the comm ercial production o f agricultural
products cultivated, produced, or livestock raised in Sonoma County
or those members whose firm s have a processing and/or
manufacturaing plant in Sonoma County and which regularly use
some agricultural raw materials from the county. This shall not
preclude products processed in Sonoma County with ingredients that
are not grown in sufficient quantities in Sonoma County (ex: wheat);
nor shall it preclude products such as fish and lamb that are
considered part o f a regional crop.
Rules for Logo Usage (all uses of logo are permission only)
1. M ember businesses that use local products as on e of their
prim ary ingredients may use the G ro w er-p ro cesso r logo:
Products sold in raw form must be 100% Sonoma County
grown.
example: produce
Meats must be finished off in Sonoma County prior to
p ro cessin g .
2. M em ber businesses that create value-added products
(significantly change the nature of a product) utilizing local products,
may use the G ro w er-p ro cesso r logo
Products m ust be processed in Sonoma County with member's
recipe (no co-packers outside Sonoma County).
example: sauces, m ustards, jam s, dressings, cheeses
3. M em ber businesses that create value-added products
(significantly change the nature of a product) w ithout local products,
may use the P rocessor logo
Products must be processed in Sonoma County with member's
recipe (no co-packers outside Sonoma County).
example: sauces, m ustards, jam s, cheeses, coffees, breads
4. M ember businesses that do not significantly change the nature of a
processed product to a value-added product and which do not use
products from local sources may not use the logo.
example: any product from outside the county that is available
in Sonoma County.
E xceptions that w ill be considered to use a logo:
A. Producers which are an established part of Sonoma County's
agricultural heritage, economic base, support industry, and who have
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tried all reasonable means to continue that agricultural processing
endeavor with local products and who have failed to do so.
B. Producers with established products that are m arketed under a
Sonoma County label, whose corporate headquarters is established in
Sonoma County for at least 5 years, and is determined to be making a
significant contribution to Sonoma County agriculture and/or local
fo o d /b ev erag e/n u rsery p ro d u ct m arketing.
The Board of Directors with advice from local agricultural
organizations w ill make such determ ination and/or exceptions.
A ssociate m e m b e rsh ip use o f logo: In subsequent m eetings it
was confirm ed that associate members may be perm itted to use the
logo on non-consum ables and non-ag products, with the word
"Associate" in the ribbon.
Note: All uses of the logo are by permission only. Producers must be
in business one year prior to logo use only.
A dapted fro m Select Sonoma County "Membership Inform ation".
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Appendix C
In te r v ie w

Q u e stio n s

P eggy Patterson. A ssociation for A gricultural Self-R eliance- 3/23/98
1) Please characterize Renfrew County- population, landscape, extent
that it is or isn't rural, is or is not affluent, relationship to metro
areas and how it compares to the rest of the Province.
2) Can you tell me

more about how

the project was initiated?

was a meeting that jum pstarted the effort but
meeting?

who were the participants?

There

who initiated that

how was it determ ined who

would be invited? And, did you use a professional m arketing group?
3)Are there any other groups doing related work in the area?
4) AASR's vision is to provide 50% of the county’s food and
agriculture needs through local sources.

W hat percentage do local

sources now fulfill the needs of the county?

How are you measuring

progress toward or away from the 50% goal?
5) How would you

characterize the farms you are working with,

particularly in size

and production m ethods?

6) How did you develop the guidelines for using the label/defining
what is local?
7) W hat is the future outlook for this organization?
8) W hat suggestions or guidelines would you give to another group
wishing to start a regional m arketing program ?
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Betsey Timm. Select Sonoma County- 4/1/98*
1)Please characterize Sonoma County- population, landscape, extent
that it is or isn't rural, is or is not affluent, relationship to metro
areas and how it compares to the rest of California.
2) Are there other groups in the are doing related work?
3) How is SSC measuring success of its programs?
any data?

Are you collecting

Doing any research?

4)How would you characterize the farms you are working with,
particularly in size and production m ethods?
5) How did you develop the guidelines for using the label/defining
what is local?
6) W hat is the future outlook for this organization?
7) W hat suggestions or guidelines would you give to another group
wishing to start a regional m arketing program ?
* Questions regarding initiation of the project are excluded because a
secondary source covered it.

M ichael Dimock. Sunflow er Strategies. Inc.-3/27/98
1) Is anyone other than Sunflower Strategies working specifically on
regional food and agriculture marketing?

If so, who and how do they

com pare to your group?
2) Why have you chosen to focus on regional food and agriculture
m a rk e tin g ?
3)

W hat are your thoughts on state-led regional m arketing efforts?

Is there any advantage to a collaborative, non-profit approach vs.
these state-led efforts?
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4) From your experience, what makes a region a region?
5) How does regional food and agriculture m arketing relate to other
m arketing efforts that promote buying locally, both historically and
in relationship to goals of these efforts?
6)W hy should a group consider having Sunflower Strategies or
another professional m arketing firm advise them in carrying out a
regional m arketing cam paign?

Is there any correlation with

professional advice and program success?
7) W hat are the essential "ingredients" for designing and sustaining a
regional m arketing initiative? How about the pitfalls?
8) Do you know of anyone else who is doing research on the topic of
regional marketing?

Or, is there anyone else I should be certain to

contact on this topic?
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